Lecture by John Wilmot Scheduled for Thursday

John Wilmot, a member of the British Parliament and former Minister of Supply, will visit Georgia Tech on Thursday, April 9, to address the students at 10:30 a.m. in the Georgia Tech Student Union. In his talk, the Member for Lewisham, South, will talk on the subject, "Can Britain Make Good?"

The appearance of Mr. Wilmot is under the auspices of the Georgia Tech Lectures and Concert Committee and was arranged by the British American Parliamentary Group, of which organization he is chairman.

Parliament Member

Mr. Wilmot, a Member of Parliament for Lewisham, South, was elected for the first time in 1925 and has subsequently been re-elected at each subsequent election. Mr. Wilmot is a member of the London County Council, and was chairman of the London County Council Finance Committee during the 1930s.

Mr. Wilmot, a member of the Labour Party, has been an ardent supporter of Labour policies, and has been active in various Labour Party organizations. He has also been a member of the London County Council, and was chairman of the London County Council Finance Committee during the 1930s.

John C. Johnston, R. Day Elected To Top Posts on Technique

Johnston Succeeds Crossley as Editor; Day Becomes New Managing Editor

Howard C. Johnston was elected editor of the Technique at the last meeting of the Publications Board, it was announced this week. Ralph Day was elected at the same time to serve as managing editor and Don Usher as assistant editor.

A statement issued in connection with this announcement said, "The Technique will continue its long range policy for attaining better student administration relations. We wish to extend our congratulations to Mr. Johnston and Mr. Day."

The Technique is currently under the editorship of Tom Crossley, who has been with the paper for one year. Mr. Crossley is a senior at Georgia Tech and is majoring in mechanical engineering.

Spring IFC Dance Plans Announced

Prior to the end of last quarter, the Interfraternity Council voted to make a large band for the spring I.F.C. dance which is to be held on Saturday, May 21.

Following the I.F.C. dance of last May, the judges ordered that the student be suspended from the fraternity for one week. The student was suspended for taking part in the dance and for his refusal to comply with the schedule.

DramaTech is not necessary and any one who is capable of handling a role in the production is urged to try for a part. The picture is an extremely successful one on Broadway in producing light comedy-fantasy which was

By Ralph Day

The Tech, Enmary, and Georgia circles (chapters) of the Omicron Delta Kappa Society will be joint hosts to the 1949 national convention of the society this week at the Atlanta Biltmore Hotel. Professor Fred W. Benn, faculty advisor of the Tech circle, will preside over the convention. The Tech circle will begin at 10:30 a.m. with circle president Teri Brannum as master of ceremonies.

On Friday the convention will move to Emory campus where the opening plenary session will begin at 9:00 a.m. The convention banquet will be given at 7:00 p.m. at the Biltmore with Professor Lloyd Chapman of Tech as master of ceremonies.

DramaTech to Hold Tryouts Friday Night

DramaTech will hold final tryouts for its production of "The Mousetrap" by Agatha Christie. The production will be called "Can't Wait" by Harry Segall, on Friday, April 9 at 6:00 p.m. in the Georgia Tech Cyclorama.

"Heaven Can Wait" is a fast moving, light comedy-drama which was extremely successful on Broadway in 1945 and which later became the movie "Here Comes Mr. Jordan" starring Claude Rains and Robert Montgomery.

The play is long, and a number of parts are open. Everyone interested in acting is urged to try for a part. Previous experiences with DramaTech are not necessary and anyone who is capable of handling a role is encouraged to try.

DramaTech will hold auditions for a variety of roles on Friday and Saturday, January 5 and 6, at 7:00 p.m. in the Cyclorama.
G-E Announces New Process
For Powdered Metal Coatings

Metals shortly may be “tapping a powder”—in the literal sense of the word. Scientists of the General Electric Company’s Research Laboratory announced today they had developed a new method of coating one metal on another, in which a layer of metal power is applied on a surface to be coated.

The technique has yet to be used commercially, but G-E researchers have tried it with success on sheets of iron, and stainless steel. They report “the process is quite simple where small parts are involved, but the question of economics cannot be answered without some trials on a larger scale.” Possible applications for the powdered metal coating method are numerous, including the manufacture of electrical contacts and Ni-metallic elements and perhaps other products not yet thought of, according to the scientists.

Bridge Club to Meet Tuesday Night at 7

There will be an organizational meeting of all students interested in forming a duplicate bridge club on Tuesday night, April 9, at 7:00 p.m. in Room 4 of the Tech YMCA.

The purpose of this meeting will be to decide how often the club shall meet, the time, financial obligations, and to see how much equipment will be needed. At present the consensus of opinion is that the club meet on alternate Saturday afternoons for about two hours.

The program will include a series of technical papers from students of the attending schools, and business sessions of the conference.

Military Ball Is Successful; Forty Tapped by Honorary

The annual Army-Navy-Air Force Military Ball, featuring the music of Claude Thornhill and his orchestra, was held last Saturday evening from nine until twelve in the Tech gym, highlighting the proceedings of the evening were thirty-four new members of Scabbard and Blade, military honor society.

New Initiates


Air Force Men


The program will include a series of technical papers from students of the attending schools, and business sessions of the conference.

Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw

L.S./M.F.T. — Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

Smoke a LUCKY TO FEEL YOUR LEVEL best!

— mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more independent tobacco experts — auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen — smoke Luckies regularly than the next two leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckies today!
Graduate Student Investigates Improvement of Aviation Dials

Weber W. Plourd, a graduate student in the Safety Engineering department at Tech, and a former Air Force officer, is conducting a thesis project concerning the investigation of the most efficient clock dials in order to increase the speed and accuracy of pilots.

In order to conduct this project, Weber, who holds a B.S. in mechanical engineering from the University of Washington, needs two types of subjects to help him—pilots, especially, and non-pilots. The experiment is psychological one and takes about 20 minutes.

**Types of Dials**

Subjects will read four different types of clock dials to determine the speed and accuracy potentials of each. Of the four designs, two are variations of Mr. Plourd's, one is based on the ordinary 12-hour system, and the one is selected by Dr. E. V. Grueter, of the reported laboratory, Wright Field, U. S. Air Force.

Dr. Grueter, who was in charge of the only previous experiment of this type, which was made in 1946, compared about eleven different types and selected one as the design capable of being read with the greatest accuracy and speed. Mr. Plourd hopes to find greater advantages in his design than Dr. Grueter did.

**Carefully Controlled**

Under instrument conditions, when a pilot is present as the major spring program of the experiment, results can be more accurately, this little difference would be a considerable advantage.

The experiment consists of an explanation, practice, and finally, the actual testing. Pilots should find it especially interesting, as the results may well affect them. The experiment is carefully controlled, and is directly supervised by Professor W. N. Cook, head of the Safety Engineering Department, and Dr. E. V. Moore, head of the Psychology Department.

For those interested, testing will be done from 10:00 until 2:00 every day until the 8th in the Safety Engineering office, opposite the ferry.
THE INCOMPARABLE CROSSLEY

He contributed as much to student welfare as any student.

Collegiate editorial writers are notorious for always being consumed with the ideas of what issues may be and how well the writers may be qualified to express these ideas and for wondering if their words were the unquestionable law. There are times, though, when one finds a twist for adequate and proper words. This is one of those moments.

We are supposed to give a farewell salute to Tom Crossley, retiring editor. To praise a person, one must usually use comparative terms, and we cannot easily compare Tom to anyone.

We can say that he did more to satisfy the term, “students’ editor.” He contributed as much to student welfare as any student. And above all, he was honest. He never took a stand because he felt it was the easier way out. Rather, he felt it was his duty to shape the paper into a readable one—something that a compulsory meal plan would have

TAPS FOR THE MEAL PLAN

Committee’s killing of compulsory eating plan is a wise move.

The compulsory meal plan problem has been solved. The student committee which was formed at the suggestion of Student Council has been a success. The advantages and disadvantages of the plan, has suggested a bonus to recommend that the meal plan be discontinued.

We feel that the committee has made the right choices. It is obvious and unsensational branches. It is its “object of affection”. I will keep in mind that truth is the prime requisite to any man doing a job, and that student welfare is in the best interest of the student body. For their best interests.

On the other side we have the organization seeking help. They can’t be blamed for this feeling. Where are we going to put the extra costs that we will be faced with? The first thing that we must do is to decrease our ignorance and resulting poverty and helplessness.

Catching in a Cross-Fire

Something must be done to stop this poor, unfortunate negro who never wanted to get in line. He was simply caught up in the social movement. He was simply caught up in the social movement. He was simply caught up in the social movement.

The English department has been holding a campaign on the College of the English honors candidates. We should try to encourage their high—and highly impractical—ideals and try to help them get to work. We have to keep the human race from dying out, and that is an impossibility for several reasons.

We, who live with and realize the problem, must work together. If we don’t, we can’t accept any responsibility for the future of this country.

The Shortest Campaign Ever

It apparently is the vogue to seek donations for a cause—even any cause will do as long as it involves some sympathy and cause for dollars. Most of these campaign are for very good causes and are worthwhile, but that is all they are. The point is that we are jumping on the band wagon long enough to ask for another.

One thing we can guarantee is that it will be a short campaign ever to have. We, who live with and realize the problem, must shake off our tendency to let the other man go up in the world ahead of us. It is the middle of the road. Either side is rough and we’ll need either one of them.

On a Conservative Principle

The Booker T. Washington Birthplace Memorial is in the beginning of the year. We, who live with and realize the problem, must work together. If we don’t, we can’t accept any responsibility for the future of this country.

Must It Be Rough

Latin or Mech. Who Cares?

The English department has been holding a campaign on the College of the English honors candidates. We should try to encourage their high—and highly impractical—ideals and try to help them get to work. We have to keep the human race from dying out, and that is an impossibility for several reasons.

We, who live with and realize the problem, must work together. If we don’t, we can’t accept any responsibility for the future of this country.
Letter to Aunt Hettie

Aunt Hettie is a dear, sweet old lady who lives in a small Mississippi town. Recently, she has become aware of the fact that there are a few mississippians living near her hometown. And unlike most old southern ladies, she has begun to ask a few questions and began to think in new lines. Occasionally she asks me what I know about various things. Below is one of my letters to her.

—Joe Blankenship

Dear Aunt Hettie,

So your dentist told you all about this plan to socialize medicine, did he? He probably had his fist in your mouth, too, so you couldn't talk back. I'm glad you asked me about it, for maybe I can tell you a few things you didn't know.

First, a great many millions of people in the U.S. are not receiving adequate medical care; in fact only one out of five receive it. Forty million Americans live in communities without full-time health facilities, and there are fifteen million people who live in 40% of our counties which do not even have a hospital! In Mississippi there are only one-third as many doctors per person as in New York. Why? Because there are too few doctors and too few medical places. And because of all these inadequacies $25,000,000 U.S. residents die each year who could be saved by our present skill and knowledge.

Our private hospitalization insurance policies are not extensive enough to remedy this situation. They are too costly; they must pay out of pocket, and they make no real coverage for preventive treatment. Now look at what the National Hospitalization Insurance Bill provides:

It provides ALL services necessary to prevent, diagnose, and cure disease, including specialized treatments, eye glasses, dental care, and home nursing.

Doctors are FREE to join or not to join in the service. Patients are FREE to choose their own doctors.

Those people who cannot pay will receive the services when their contributions are made by some public agency.

This sounds pretty reasonable, doesn't it? And yet, the doctors are fighting it tooth and nail. One doctors' lobby in Congress spent over $353,000 in 1948 to keep the bill out. And the American Medical Association is assuring its members $25 each in order to raise $15,000,000 dollars to defeat the bill.

A few days ago another Senator proposed a new bill—simply to subsidize hospitalization insurance. But it seems quite inadequate because it provides no more than the present hospitalization policies, and that's not enough.

The next time you see your doctor let him know that he can't compromise you anymore.

Your nephew,

Joe.

Shopping Can Be Fun

And Refreshing, Too

Stand up to Russia and that the United States is not equal to the role of world power.

Potential source of aggression. We must not, as we did after the first world war, let the world powers back out of a policy that is just beginning to prove successful.

Potentially, which includes the statement: *at present while America is gaining. The arguments of the advocates of the United Nations represent an entirely new approach in the field of foreign relations.

It is hoped that Mr. Truman will receive the services when their contributions are made by some public agency.

This sounds pretty reasonable, doesn't it? And yet, the doctors are fighting it tooth and nail. One doctors' lobby in Congress spent over $353,000 in 1948 to keep the bill out. And the American Medical Association is assuring its members $25 each in order to raise $15,000,000 dollars to defeat the bill.

A few days ago another Senator proposed a new bill—simply to subsidize hospitalization insurance. But it seems quite inadequate because it provides no more than the present hospitalization policies, and that's not enough.

The next time you see your doctor let him know that he can't compromise you anymore.

Your nephew,

Joe.
Tankmen Take Twin Wins
To Close Successful Year

By Bert Edelen

Between quarters, the Georgia Tech tank squad brought to a close its 1949 season with wins over the University of Florida and the University of Miami.

In taking these two meets, the Jacket mermen completed one of the most successful seasons in the annals of Tech tank history.

The season started with a trip to North Carolina where the White and Gold men of Coach Freddy Lanoue met two of the top swimming aggregations in this section of the country. In their opening contest, the Tech men toppled a strong N. C. State team.

The season started off with a trip through Florida, stopping at the Naval Air Station netmen and handing them an 8-0 drubbing. Coach Lanoue met two of the top swimming aggregations in this section of the country.

The league's season met two of the top swimming aggregations in this section of the country. Lanoue's team topped a strong N. C. State team, ahead on the second day of the two-day meet.

The Tech Netmen, who invaded Athenstown where they saw records fall in every event, with the Tech squad emerging victorious over all competitors for team honors and winning a one won, two lost record.

This time Adams, Tech's number two, took 14 swimmers and divers on a trip through Florida, stopping at Gainesville for a return meet with Florida in the final 400 yard freestyle relay.

By virtue of a win in the final event, the 500 yard medley relay, the highflying Yellow Jackets again took the team trophy, the third SEC crown in as many years.

Jackets Swap Gates

To close out the most successful season, Coach Lanoue and McAuley took 14 swimmers and divers on a trip through Florida, stopping at Gainesville for a return meet with Florida which the Jackets took by a lengthy margin.

From Gainesville, the squad traveled on to Miami to swim the powerful Miami U. squad, the same men the Jackets just edged out in the claim to the Miami title.

Unquestionably, the most exciting of the entire season was the SEC meet which was held in Athens on March 11 and 12. Throughout the two-day meet the Tech men and divers scored a back and forth, being even at the end of the first day's events.

The season ended with a trip to Chapel Hill to swamp the Duke Blue Devils in a debut before WSU's television audience.

The third and final stop in the "Sunshine State" was at Gainesville, where the White and Gold again went down to defeat. The setback was suffered at the hands of the Orange and Blue of the University of Florida, and was to the tune of 6-3.

The second stop in the Florida invasion did not prove so successful to the Techmen as they dropped a match to the Rollins powerhouse, 8-1.

The second stop in the Florida invasion did not prove so successful to the Techmen as they dropped a match to the Rollins powerhouse, 8-1.

The meet was on the football, basketball, and swimming sides, as well as in the port side, swinging from the port side.

Tech Men's Silver was no match for the Rollins powerhouse, 8-1.

The season started with a trip through Florida, stopping at the Naval Air Station netmen and handing them an 8-0 drubbing. Coach Lanoue met two of the top swimming aggregations in this section of the country.
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We'll Do Our Best!

With the advent of a new quarter, a new regime takes over the fortunes of the Sports Department of the South's Liveliest College Newspaper. In order to follow in the footsteps of our predecessors, we will have to work with a world of zeal and enthusiasm, for having served under such sports editors as Jimmy Wall, Joe Toruniak, and Ralph Day, we have a great tradition to uphold.

Now that our own Ralph Day moves into the managing editor's role, yours truly will take the position of sports editor. Bob Edmonson continues as the able assistant sports editor. With top-notch reporters as Don Judd, Jack Clegg, Paul Barnett, Bob Daniels, Bob Kinney, Frank Polly, and Rick Wensgio, we feel we can bring you unbiased reports of every phase of sports upon the campus. In addition, we hope to offer weekly features of the top stars of the various sports which will occupy the spotlight during the coming months.

Tech invades Florida

During the recent spring vacation period, no less than four Jacket aggregations journeyed through the sunshine state of Florida. The swimmin team romped over Florida and Miami, the golf and tennis teams gave several heartbreaking contests. The gymnastics squad is hard at work setting the stage for the second annual Intramural gym meet. Elsewhere on these pages, you will find complete coverage of the meet, the hotel, the job, the fun. We intend to bring you unbiased reports of every phase of sports upon the campus. In addition, we hope to offer weekly features of the top stars of the various sports which will occupy the spotlight during the coming months.
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Davidson Takes Tennis Opener

Jackets bolstered the score by snatch­ing both number one and two doubles matches.

Called by Darkness

In their first home stand of the season the Techmen heard a powerful Davidson aggregation by a score of 2-0, the number one singles match being called because of dark­ness.

An estimated gallery of fifty per­sons saw Ferguson again chalk up a victory for Tech, which doubled with a victory in the number three doubles to give the Jackets their only major victory of the match.

Coach Burtall said that the varsity squad of Ed Adams, Frank Owens, Ferguson, Tom Durrett, Gordon Statham, Louis King, and Don Lyles appointed in the showing of the fresh­frosh who have had high school or college training.

He said that there was a need for strong freshmen as the Tech tennis team is rebuilding.

Mermen Top Miami

To 35 for Miami.

The men's Miami diving squad has the right man in the air with George Kirk, ace Jacket backstroker for the past four years, will graduate in June as will sprinter Joe Topp.

Both Tech divers, George Kirk and Bill Elsherberg, gave their performances on the springboards since skins in June.

Edleson, Dick Avery, Ren Thorne, Ferguson, Tim Durrett, Gordon Statham, Louis King, and Don Lyles appointed in the showing of the fresh­frosh who have had high school or college training.
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Excels in All Sports
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hema. He was also a three year track­man specializing in dashes.

Jordan entered Tech on a football scholarship and played here his fresh­men year. This season completed three years of playing baseball for the Engineers.

His overall batting average is in the low .300's and this is excellent for anybody's team. This high aver­age has enabled him to maintain his leadoff position in the batting order.

He will feel the loss of those two agile players very deeply next year. It will be a very difficult task next season to find players with the same caliber as Lewis Hook and "Mond" Jordan. They are departing with an unblemished and proud record and it will be very hard for anyone to surpass their accomplishments.

Sports Brief

An organization meeting for all teams wishing to enter the intraru­mal softball leagues was held last night. All these teams, both fraternally and independent, who failed to send a representative, are urged to contact Tech Men's Con­dor's office as soon as possible.